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ABSTRACT
The results of an experimental and analytical

study

of tangential slot injection into a supersonic stream are
The experiments were performed in an atmospheric

presented.

intake wind tunnel with freestream Mach numbers of 2.85 and
4.19.

Injection of air, helium and carbon dioxide at various

tubsonic Mach numbers and one supersonic condition was considered.
Experiments for the flow over of wedges with turning angles between
50 and 250 located on the wall downstream of the injection are also
reported.
The principal data are in the form of spark schlieren
photographs,

interferograms and wall static pressure distributions.

Density profiles at several axial stations determined from interferograms are also presented.

The transition to turbulence in

the shear layer and the character of the turbulence were observed
from the spark schlieren photographs.

The presence of separation

zones was detected by small tufts or threads on the surface.
With subsonic injection, it

is found that the initial

slot exit conditions are not arbitrary for a given injectant mass
flow but are determined by the downstream interaction between
The flow field has many of the features of the

the two streams.

now well-known base-flow problem.

A relatively simple analysis

is developed which predicts the initial jet exit conditions.
Very good agreement with the experimental observations is achieved.
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SYM•LS
A

area/unit wi

a

slot height

b

mixing zone width

h

A/A*

k

mixing coefficient

K

constant in eddy viscosity model

M

Mach number

P

pressure

R

gas constant

S

test section span

T

temperature

u

x - component of velocity

x

streamwise coordinate

y

norma4 coordinate

z

spanwise coordinate

'-etween wall and dividing streamline

wedge angle
yV

ratio of specific heats

5

boundary layer thickness

e•
•

shear stress

p

density

Subscripts
I

refers to conditions in undisturbed freestream

w

refers to conditions at the wall

j

refers to conditions in injectant at the point of injection

a

refers to conditions at edge of mixing zone

t

refers to stagnation conditions

d

refers to conditions along dividing streamline

Superscripts
S*

refers to conditions at critical point
ratio of injectant to freestream conditions
measured with critical point location as initial station
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The tangential

injection of a fluid into a moving stream by

means of a wall slot is very often of interest in aerodynamic problems.

"Figure I presents a schematic representation of such a flow field
corresponding to low-subsonic Injection into a supersonic stream, and
serves to introduce the general arrangement and some of the terminology
used throughout the text.
Examples of applications proposed for slotinjection devices can be drawn from a wide range of technological
fields, but recent attention has focussed on those for which the
external

flow is supersonic or hypersonic.

For instance,

it

is

frequently necessary to provide protection for aerodynamic surfaces
which would otherwise be exposed to high heat transfer rates.
These
problems become more severe in cases involving flow over flared
junctions or deflected control surfaces.
under these circumstances
near the surface.

The purpose of injection

is to supply a Protective layer of fluid

Interest has also been expressed

in combining

these thermal protection aavantages with a gaseous fuel injection
system for supersonic combustdon engines In which cooling problems
are likely to be severe.

Recently,

there has been considerable

interest in the possibility of re-energizing the innermost portion of
a boundary layer that is near separation so that it might undergoa
further pressure rise without separating.
Various aspP.ts of the applications just cited have beer
studied experimentally.

Within the past five years,

Langley Research Center has conducted several

the NASA

investigations of slot

injection as a drag reduction device (1,2,3,4), but these were
strictly application-oriented and did not discuss the fundamental
processes involved -n the flow development.

A number of experimental

studies have been made in which both primary and secondary streams

are subsonic (5,6,7,8) and several In which the primary flow alone
is supersonic (9,10,11,12).
All of these cases, however, involve
turbulent mixing, and with the exception of Ref. 12, all of the
supersonic experiments employed very thick splitter plates. No
previous experimental results have been presented i:nwhich the
mixing region is laminar, and studies of the important initial

1

adjustments between streams have been notably lacking.
The only results related to supersonic injection into a
-,,Dersonic

freestream appear to be those of Ref.

13 which was a

limited study of the turbulent mixing region between uniform
treams and not directly concerned with the tangential
problem.

injection

In addition, aside from a brief discussion in Ref.

12,

there have been no experiments relevant to the important question
of transition from laminar to turbulent mixing.

Lonsi&-'ring the

high altitude, high Mach number flight regimes currently receiving
attention,

an understanding of the conditions under which tran-

sition occurs becomes increasingly important since so.me laminar
mixing is

lik-ly to be encountered.
The present work was undertaken to extend the experimental

investigation of tangential injection into several new areas.
First, due to the practical

importanrce attributed to transition to

turbulence in flows of this type,
problem were studied.

certain facets of the stability

In particular,

the relative change in

transition location with a change in injection rate and tie influence
of foreign gas injection were considered.
the interactions

Second,

an examination of

in the vicinity of the point of injection for both

subsonic and supersonic injection into a supersonic freestream was
conducted.

Third, the development of the flow field arising from

injection over wedges located on the main surface was investigated.
Last, the development of the flow field with an artificially generated
"near separation" initial splitter plate boundary layer was considercd.
In considering the possibility of a theoretical
the flow field, one is

treatment of

tempted to formulate the problem in terms of

an initial value problem in boundary layer theory in which initial
velocity and enthalpy profiles are specified at the injection station
together with a streanvise pressure distribution and the solution then
"marched" downstream.
Approximate techniques based upon a linearizatl,of the boundary layer equations have been used in this manner (14,15,:()
and results are available for constant pressure flow including the
effects of compressibility,

I
I2
4

initial splitter plate boundary layers,

and

combustion.

However, except under very restrictive circumstances,

such a formulation is

inadequate in describing the basic structtre
As will become

and development of the flows under study here.
apparent later,

in the case of subsonic injection this is due to the

fact that the initial conditions are not arbitrary out are fixed by
the interaction between streams.

In the case of supersonic injection,

significant wave patterns develop unless the injectant and freestream
static pressures are closely matched.

Therefore,

the present analytical

efforts were directed toward (1) accounting for the influence of the
mixing, and pressure interaction between streams in determining the
conditions at the point of injection for subsonic injection, and
(2)

assessing the utility of inviscid theory in analyzing the basic

structure of supersonic injection flows.
The experimental portion of the work was conducted in
the atmospheric intake wind tunnel at the University of Maryland at
freestream Mach numbers of 2.85 and 4.19, and the principal
I

are presented

in the form of 0.4 microsecond

results

spark Schlieren photo-

graphs, wall pressure distributions, and the results of surface flow
In addition, density profiles obtained with a Mach-Zehnder
studies.

f

interferometer are presented for several cases.

Tests were run with

air-to-air, He-to-air and C2 to-air injection with the total temperatures of the primary and secondary streams essentially equal.

I"

13
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2.0

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

2,1

Wind Tunnel Facilities
The experiments were conducted in the supersonic wind tunnel

facility at the Gasdynamics Laboratory of the University of Maryland.
The tunnel is an in-draft type and employs a regenerative silica-gel
For the present experiments,

bed dryer to prevent condensation.

the

test section was fitted with either of two nozzle blocks which permitted
test Mach numbers of 2.85 and 4.19.

A fixed-geometry diffuser was de-

signed to allow operation at both Mach numbers without modification, and
with a starting back pressure of roughly 1/2 psia this configuration produced
a maximum run time of about 25 seconds at either Mach number.
At test Mach numbers of 2.85 and 4.19 the Reynold's numbers per
foot were 2.5 and 1.3 million respectively.
2.2

Model
The basic injection model was adaptable to both subsonic and super-

sonic injection experiments.

The subsonic configuration is shown in Fig. 2a

with the model side-plates removed in order to indicate the internal arraneement.

The complete assembly forms the upper wall of the test section with the

splitter plate lying along the plane of symmetry of the 2-dimensional supersonic nozzle block attached at the opposite wall.

Control of the freestream

Mach number was obtained by installing the appropriate nozzle block while
retaining the basic injection model structure.
The change-over from subsonic to supersonic injection consisted of
replacing the surface bi-ck in the injection model (c.f., Fiq.

The

2a).

upstream end of this block forms one wall of t.ue injection channel,

and in

tt.e case of supersonic injection was contoured to produce a convergingdi-erging section.

This 's illustrated in Fig. 2b.

The injection slot

mea:ured 0.50 inches in height and 5.94 inches in span regardless of whether
the model was configured for subsonic or supersonic experiments.

The

distance between the primarv nozzle throat and the injection station was

5.5 inches, which placed the point of injection about I inch downstream
of the beginning of the test section rhombus at Mach number 4.19 and 1/4 inch
downstream at Mach number 2.85.

Ii______

The major portion of the model was fabricated

4

from laminated mahogany; however,

dimensionally critical components as

well as parts serving as attachment points were constructed of metal.
In particular,

the splitter plate was machined from brass with a great

deal of emphasis placed on maintaining a straight and sharp trailinq
edge.

After several attempts using both brass and stainless steel,

it

was found that .005 inch was the smallest trailing edge thickness consistent with a reasonable requirement for straightness.

At this thickness,

the amount of spanwise bow at the trailing edge was held to a maximum of
about .010 inch.
For the air injection experiments the injectant was drawn from
the atmosphere through a regulating valve and a remotely actuated on-of"
valve.

For He or CO2 injection, a manifold of commercial gas bottles,

followed by a pressure regulator, a surge tank and a metering valve preceded the on-off valve.

Sfor

The total temperatures of the injectant were 535°R

air, 5250'R with Helium and 485 0 R with CO2 .

From this point, connection

was made to the model through a specially constructed fitting at the top of
the tunnel.

Very careful attention to the manner in which the injectant entered

the model was required in order to achieve acceptably uniform injection.
this end,

To

a T-shaped header was employed to pre-distribute the flow in the

model plenum (cf.

Fig. 2b).

The flow entered the stem of the tee and ex-

hausted into the plenum through a number of spanwise ports arranged along
the head of the tee.

Further smoothing of the flow prior to injection was

achieved by requiring it

to pass through a straightening section composed of

eight layers of 14 mesh x .012 inch diameter wire screen. Spanwise static
pressure distributions measured just downstream of the injection station are
presented in Fig. 3 for several air injectant Mach numbers and a freestream
Mach number of 2.85.

It is emphasized that these represent the least unifor-

of the cases encourtered in either the Mach 2.85 or 4.19 tests.

The maximum

deviation from the average spanwise pressure is seen to be generally lezs
than about 1.5%. The distribution shown for an injectant Mach number of
2.0 was measured with the distributing header removed from the model plenum,
which was the arrangement used in most of the supersonic injection tests at
Mach 2.85.

A survey with the header installed indicated a deviation of inly

5
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1.3%.

Since,

in addition,

surface oil-flow studies revealed no appreci-

able spanwise component of flow,

it

is concluded that the level of non-

uniformity experienced in the tests had only a minor effect on the overall
results.
Pressure orifices were also located at eleven streamwise stations
near the centerline within the first nine slot-heights in order to obtain
the near-field pressure distribution along the wall.

The injectant total

pressure was measured by means of a static tap downstream of the straightening screens in the model plenim.

Based upon area ratio considerations,

at injection Mach numbers near unity the static pressure at this point was
estimated to be within about one percent of the total pressure and virtually indistinguishable from it

at low injection Mach numbers or when

used in conjunction with the supersonic injection configuration.
The entire injection chamber was enclosed by .030 inch thick
sideplates and sealed with "0"-rings.

The sideplates were in turn sealed

against the tunnel walls with 1/16 "O"-ring material.
Fig.

As evident from

2, similar sealing provisions were also made between the tunnel walls

and the main components in the test section.
For experiments involving injection-over wedge surfaces,

the sur-

face block was fitted with a slottvd attachment plate which permitted positioning the various wedge models at any streamwise location between zero
and about 10 slot-heights (ctf.

Fig.

2b).

When the wedges were not in use

a solid blank replaced the attachment plate.

Typically,

the wedge models

were 1-inch thick with turning angles between 5 and 25 degrees in 5 degree
increments.

Again,

walls with "'0-rings.

the sides of the wedges were sealed against the tunnel
In addition,

the interface between the injection model

surface and the wedge vertex was coated with a thin film of General Electric
RTV-102 Silastic, since the development of the flow was known to be very
sensitive to leakage in this area.

This proved to be a most reliable and

durable sealant and did not alter the geometry of the surface significantly.
In studies involving the limiting case of flow over a rear-facing
step,

the injection model was replaced with a solid,

laminated-mahogany

block with a step one slot-height deep located at the point correspondinc,
to the injection station.

It is of interest to note that the flow over a

solid step is not equivalent to the situation of zero injection using the
injection model.
the step face is

This is due to the fact that the restraining influence of
lacking in the latter case,

leading to a highly three-

6
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dimensional separated

region and a somewhat lower base pressure.

A few tests were conducted

to investigate the development of the

boundary layer over wedges with no injection,

and

in this case the

injeý_,tior

model was replaced with a straight block to form essentially a half-nozzle
test section.
The wedge models and attachment plate described earlier werp -I,utilized in these tests.
2.3 Test Methods
2.3.1 Optical tests.

Schlieren and interferometric methods of flow

visualization were used extensively throughout the experimental
The Schlieren system employed either a continuous,
cury vapor light source (PEK 110)
relatively low intensity

proqram.

high-intensity mer-

or a short duration spark source of

2307).

(EG & G Type

The latter was adjusted to

produce .006 candlepower-seconds at 0.4 microseconds duration which is
the maximum output available with this instrument.

Most of the photographi,

data was obtained using the spark source with the test section image condensed
to a maqnification of 1/2.

The wind tunnel window3 used in these tests were

of interferometric quality,

i.e., about 0.1 fringe in flatness and I second

in parallelism.

The photographs were taken with a Model FP Speed Graphic

camera with an open shutter using type

57 (ASA 3000) Polaroid film.

The

continuous source was used primarily to visually monitor the flow during
testing.

All tests were observed in this fashion in c.der to assess the

steadiness of flow as well as to afford a quick interpretation of any variat.ion
in normal operating conditions.
In order to obtain detailed information concerning the streamwise
development of the flow, a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer was used to measure

density profiles at various axial stations.

The optics in this instrument

are nine inches in diameter and are set at an incidence of 60 degrees.
The continuous mercury-vapor source was used in conjection with a BairdAtomic interference filter centered at 4376A° to provide the necessary
monochromatic beam.

The interferograms were taken with the Speed Graphic

camera using a focal plane shutter and type 57 Polaroid film at a shutter
speed of I millisecond.

I

-

2.3.2 Pressure measurements.

The vacuum-reference mano. -ter shown in Fig.

4 was used in gathering most of the pressure data.
surements was estimated to be + 2%.

The accuracy of the mea-

In addition to the manometer measurements,

spanwise pitot pressure surveys were made of the freestream flow in order to

7

determine the primary Mach number and to check the uniformity.

2.3.3 Surface flow studies.
order

The surface flow studies were conducted in

to obtain confirmation of the occurence

dent of the measured pressure distribution.

of flow separacion

An oil-graphite mixture was

used in the tests for which the freestream Mach number was 2.85,
distribution of fine tufts for those at Mach 4.19.

8

indepen-

and a

TEST RESULTS FOR INJECTION ON A FLAT SURFACE

3.0

In this section specific test results are presented and
First,

discussed.

the related problem of the flow over a rearward

facing step is considered,
*

which introduces several

that carry over to injection flows.

Next,

important concepts

the results for subsonic

and supersonic injection are presented with particular emphasis on the
nature of the initial adjustments between the injected and primary
flows.

In the sub-section dealing with supersonic injection,

the

experimental results are compared with an inviscid analysis in which
the interface between the streams is a slip-line.

Results relevant

to transition from laminar to turbulent mixing are shown next,

and

finally, interferometric0 measurements of the development of density
profiles are presented for several cases.
3.1

Flow Over a Rearward-Facing Step
Due to its close connection to the present work,

it

is

appropriate to discuss briefly the limiting case in which there is
1:

no injection and the slot-opening is
the base press .re is

replaced by a solid step.

specified under these circumstances,

If

an approach-

ing inviscid supersonic stream will expand to this pressure at tte
point of sudden change in the surfae and continue in a straight
path toward the lower wall.

At reattachment,

the flow is suddenly

turned parallel to the original flow direction through an oblique
shock wave.

It

is obvious that this solution does not involve a

unique determination of the base pressure,
required a priori.
it

is

its specification being

However, when the effects of viscosity are added,

found that the details of the mixing between the outer flow

and the "dead air" in the base region fix the base pressure.
An important concept first introduced by Chapman (17)

is

the div~ding streamline which separates the outer flow from that
recirculated at the base.
streamline,

In the part of the mixing zone beneath this

the flow is accelerated by shear forces, but this

acceleration begins to be counterbalanced by the increasing pressure
as the outer flow turns parallel

to the lower wall.

At reattachment,

the flow above the dividing streamline continues downstream whereas the
flow beneath is turned back, not having been able to negotiate the

9
I
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pressure rise.

Under steady-state conditions,

the amount of accelerated

flow beneath the dividing streamline and the amount returned must be
equal since otherwise mass would be continually added or removed from
the base region.

Therefore,

it

a balance between the flow scavenged

is

in the mixing region and the flow turned back which uniquely determines
the required solution.

In this connection,

is apparent that the base

it

pressure depends greatly on whether the mixing region is

transitional,

laminar,

or turbulent since this effects the mixing rate and the magnitude or the
pressure rise which can be withstood at reattachment,
overall balance.

Chapman, Kuehn and Larson (18)

thereby shifting the

conducted an extensive

experimental program from which evolved most of the present understanding of
separated flows.

One of the major findings was that the pressure field is

greatly affected by the location of transition relative to the point of reattachment.

They classify three types of separated flows: pure laminar,

in which transition is downstream of reattachment; transitional,
transition is

in which
in which

between separation and reattachment; and turbulent,

transition is upstream of separation.

It will be seen in a later section

that similar classifications can be made in the case of subsonic tangential
injection flows.

It

is also convenient to carry over the concept of the

dividing streamline to such flows with a definition such that the amount of
flow between it

and the wall is

the same as originally issued from the slot.

The picture of the flow over a discontinuous surface just
presented remains over-simplified since in an actual flow situation a
boundary layer develops on the upper wall before reaching the step.
This introduces several complications which also carry over to tangential
injection flows.

The first is that the flow begins adjusting to the

base pressure prior to separation.

An order to magnitude analysis

indicates that transmission through the subsonic portion of the boundary
layer has an upstream extent of the order 5M,

and can therefore be

an important effect at high Mach numbers (c.f., Ref.

19).

In addition,

the corner expansion must now pass through the non-uniform supersonic
portion of the boundary layer giving rise to a continuous distribution
of internal reflections.

The effects of these reflections can also

be significant at high Mach numbers and are discussed in detail
10

in

RoF.

20.

Perhaps the most readily observable complication is the
Recent

existence of a lip shock following the corner expansion.
experiments

by Hama (21)

indicate that this phenomena

is

orimarily

due to flow separation on the face of the step wherein the highly
viscous subsonic portion of the boundary layer "creeps"
edge of the step with the outer flow over-expanding
less than the base pressure.
on the step face

to a pressure

the pressure distribution

Therefore,

is one increasing from this lower pressure

to the

Since the boundary layer cannot negotiate

final base pressure.
this rise it

around th

separates with the

required pressure adjustment being

made by means of a separation shock.
The flow over a rearward-facing

step under the present

experimental

conditions was studied by means of spark Schlieren

photographs,

examples of which are shown

was directed

toward locating the point of transition;

5.

in Fig.

Primary interest
however,

rough

estimates of the base pressure were made by measurement of the
turning angles

19 0 at Mach 2.85 and 5.2

(6v =

neglecting the strength of the

lip shock.

0

at Mach 4.19)

From Fig.

5 it

is

apparent that at Mach 2.85 transition occurs just before reattachment while at Mach 4.19 transition appears to occur after reattachment.
It

oriented toward the wall

that the lip shock is

is also notable

at Mach 2.85 and is

nearly horizontal

at Mach 4.19,

recompression zone extends over a considerable
at both Mach numbers.

and that the

.,'eamwise

distance

These results serve as a basis of compariscon

for some elements of the subsonic injection experiments presented
below.
3.2

Subsonic Injection
Schlleren photographs together with the corresponding wall

pressure distributions are presented in

Figs. 6,7,

and 8 for a freestream

Mach number of 2.85 and injectant Mach numbers between 0.15 and
At

low injection

rates.

the flow field is

seen to resemble the flow

over a rearward facing step in a number of aspects.
expansion with fol'owing lip shock,
easily ident'fied

1.0.

The large

corner

and the recompression zone are

In the ptotographs.

Separation occurs along the lower wall
of the injected flow is

insufficient to negotiate

attending the recompression.

if

the total pressure

the pressure

rise

Oil-flow studies indicated that with

11

an injectant Mach number of 0.153 (Fig.

6a)

full-span separation

occu-red about 3-1/4 slot-heights downstream of the injection station
(indicated by the symbol "s"

HIkwever, with an injectant

in the figure).

Mach number of 0.255 similar testing revealed a localized region of
separation at about 5-1/2 slot-heights which extended only part-span,
with the unseparated surface flow being constricted into the remaining
span at this station.

This appears to be indicated in the slight

drop in pressure recorded in Fig. 6b.

As the rate of injection is

increased there is a reduction in the initial amount of expansion
with a correspondingly higher initial pressure cvid less severe
recompression, so that beyond an injectant Mach number of 0.255 no
further incidence of separation was observed along the lower wall.
The adjustment between the streams which determines the
initial injectant pressure depends primarily on the mixing rate.
Since the mass flow rate per unit area of the injected flow is less
than that of the freestream, any mixing will cause the dividing
streamline to deflect toward the ?.ower wall.

In this regard the

nature of the boundary layer is seen to be of paramount importance.
At Mach 2.85, a fu-ther increase in the injection rate ultimately
leads to a marked change in the pressure distribution. As shown in
Fig. 7, a considerable pressure decrease occurs before recompression
at injectant Mach numbers of 0.434 and 0.706.

Since no appreciable

spanwise velocity components were detected in the oil-flow tests, this
is perhaps best explained by the increasing importance of wall shear
and the dimunition of the driving shear along the dividing streamline
Coupled with the decreasing total

as the Mach number is increased.

streamtube area of the injected flow, this tends to depress the
pressure gradient.
For all of the cases considered thus far, the pressure and
Mach number at the puint of injection (or equivalently the pressure
and mass flow rate) could not be chosen independently,

there being a

unique Mach number corresponding to a given initial pressure determined
by the interaction with the external flow.

However,

if the injection

rate is raised sufficiently, the condition is eventually reached for
which the slot exit Is choked. Beyond this point the exit Mach number
12
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is

fixed near unity end the pressure (or equivalently the mass flow rate)

can be increased independently.
8

shown in Fig.

a.

An example of choked injection

is

A careful examination of the photograph discloses

the existence of weak compression waves in the injectant near the
exit, accounting for the somewhat erratic pressure distribution.
(The measured Mach number was actually 1.01).

Increasing the total

pressure of the injectant flow beyond this point results in underexpanded sonic injection (Fig.

8b) with the flow passing into the

supersonic regime through an expansion centered at the trailing edge
of the splitter plate.

The adjustment between the streams takes the

form of a shock wave in the primary flow with the lip shock now followThe upper himit on the injection

ing Q.

expansion in the injectant.

rate

established whenever the freestream shock is of sufficient

strength to separa,;e the splitter plate boundary layer.
Up to a certair point the trends observed for subsonic
injection at Mach 2.85 were also found at Mach 4.19.

Figure 9

presents the Schlieren photographs and pressure distributions obtained
in this case for injectant Mach numbers between .232 and

.570.

Due to

the higher freestream Mach number and Initially laminar mixingp the
amount of deflection at the injection station was considerably !ess
Separation was indicated on the

than that observed at Mach 2.85.

lower wall at a location of about 6-1/4 slot heights with an injectant
Mach number of 0.232,

but was riot detected in any of the other cases.

As the injectant Mach number approached approximately 0.5 a drastic
change in the development of the flow occurred with an increase in
injection rate.

Visual observation of the flow field indicated that

at times the mixing zone as a whole become unsteady at a mass flow
ratio of about 0.065, with the adjustment in the freestream occuring
as a shock wave (Fig.

If

9c).

the mixing zone is visualized as a

slip-line extending downstream from edge of the splitter plate,

this

line appeared to remain straight but with one end pivoted at the
splitter plate and the other end oscillating several degrees to
either side of the equilibrium orientation.

An oil-flow test of

the splitter plate surface reveaied that the boundary layer was

13
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separated

less than .020

inch upstream of the trailing edae, so that

presumably the unsteadiness was due to asternating separation and
reattachment.

The flow behavior at this particular injection rate

was extremely erratic, since it was possible to achieve both completely
steady flow with an initial
freestream value,

injectant pressure slightly loiter than the

and also unsteady flow with a shock wave adjustment

in the freestream at the same injectibn rate.

This is evident in

Fig. 9c, the pressure distribution corresponding to the steady case
and the photograph to the unsteady case.
injection rate beyond this point,

With a slight increase in

the flow appeared to develop normally

when the flow was first initiated,

but after a few seconds a sudden

separation of the splitter plate boundary layer occurred.

The separation

in this case always appeared stable.
It

is believed that the explanation of this behavior lies

in a detailed consideration of the initial mixing between the two
It is possible that the dividing streamline actually deflects

streams.

upward at first even though the mass flow ratio is

low since this
Due to

initial deflection strongly depends on the profile shapes.
involved are small,

the fact that the deflections

it

is

likely that

there would be some measure of sensitivity in this regard.

is

It

interesting to note that a complex initial adjustment was also observed in Ref.

10 as the injectant Mach number approached 0.5.

freestream Mach number in that case was 3.95; however,

The

the initial

boundary layer was turbulent.
3.3

Supersonic Injection
Whenever the condition of injection is supersonic,

possible to identify three basic types of flow: overexpanded,
expanded and underexpanded,

it

is
fully-

corresponding to situations in which the

static pressure at the slot exit is

less, equal or greater than

the static pressure of the undisturbed freestream.

Fig.

10 presents

Schlieren photographs and pressure distributions for two cases of
overexpanded injection at Mach number 2.00 into a Mach 2.85 primary
flow.

It

is observed that the initial adjustment between the streams

occurs as a shock wave in the injectant and an expansion in the

14

The reflection of the shock

freestream (with a follox, ing lip shock).
wa,.,

at the wall

through which,
and part

followed by an intersection with the mixing layer

is

part of the incident wave is transmitted

in general,

In a general case,

reflected.

this process of multiDle

reflection between the two streams progresses downstream,

the type

and strength of each interaction determined by the requirement of
continuity of pressure and flow direction through the mixing, layer.
If the mixing layer is conceptually replaced by a slip-line seoarating two uniform supersonic streams of different Mach numbers,

a simple

inviscid analysis is possible for determining the pattern of these
interactions (cf. Ref. 22).
The analytical solution corresponding to an inviscid flow
is shown as the dashed line in each of the cases in Fig.

10.

Al-

though such a solution cannot be used to predict the detailed wall
pressure distribution,

It does provide excellent results for the

wave pattern and overall pressure rises.
to the conditions in Fig.

For example,

corresponding

10a, inviscid theory predicts a weak compressive

reflection into the injectant from the point of the first downstri- 1
intersection with the dividing streamline involving a pressure rise
slightly greater than 1%.

[

in the photograph,

Although this reflection is not discernable

its presence is nonetheless apparent in the

pressure distribution.

1measured

It can be expected that inviscid

theory will provide a good description of the major features of the
t

[flow

development provided the shear layer thickness and Mach number
variation are not too large (in which case Internal
the layer are likely to become important),

reflections in

or that separation does not

occur.
In this regard it

is noted that in Fig.

lOb the adjustment

shock in the injectant produces separation along the lower wall which
is evident both in the photograph and in the measured pressure distribution.

Disturbances arising from the free-interaction between the

injected stream and wall boundary layer upstream of shock-;ncidence
propagates

into the main flow through tI'e transmitted waves which

are observed just downstream of the point of Injection.
are observed in Fig.

Similar waves

lOa even though the flow remains unseparated,

implying a considereble thickening of the wall boundary layer.

15
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furtner decrease in the exit pressure below that existing in Fig.
eventually leads to internal

separation of the flow in the injection

nozzle, establishing a definite
On the other hand,

lOb,

lower limit for the injection rate.

an increase in the exit pressure re..ults in a

weakening of the adjustment waves and at a certain point the condition
is

reached for which the exit pressure and undistru.ed freestream

pressure are equal.

In the ideal inviscid case this would produce

a completely wave-free flow,

however in an actual flow situation

the finite thickness of the boundary layers and splitter plate lip
cause some weak disturbances to always be present.
When the injection rate is
ing to matched static pressures,

increased beyond that correspond-

the initial adjustment takes the form

of a shock wave in the freestream and an expansion in the injectant
with the lip shock now trailing the latter.

11 for injection at Mach '.98

expanded flow are given in Fig.
Mach 4.19 freestream.
in Fig.

Two examples of underinto a

The results of inviscid theory are again shown

Ila as the dashed line and a comparison serves to illustrate

the effect of the lip shock.

It

is seen that this shock recompresses

the flow to the inviscid level following an expansion which is
than required by inviscid theory.

Still further increases

larger

in in-

jection rate lead to a separation of the splitter plate boundary layer
as shown in Fig.

lib.

It

is apparent from the photograph that as

the lip shock propagates through the expansion fan its strength decreases,

but an appreciable adverse pressure gradient is still

pro-

duced at the wall.
3.4

Foreign Gas Injection
This phase of the investigation was formulated to study

theeffects of using two different foreign gases as injectants with
air as the external stream.

Helium and carbon dioxide were chosen

not only because one is a monatomic gas and the other is a diatomic gas,
but because of their relative positions on the molecular weight scale
when compared with air.

Also,

it was felt that helium would be a

good simulant for the flow characteristics of hydrogen, which is of
interest for the fuel

injection appli.ation.

16

The experiments consisted

of subsonically injecting the above gases into a Mach 2.85 freestream.
First, some streamwise static pressure distributions and
Schlieren pictures will be presented for both helium and carbon dioxide
injection and then a comparison of the results between the two will be
discussed and compared to a special case with air as the injectant.
Typical results are given for helium injection in Figs. No. 12 and 13
The two cases exhibit
and for CO2 injection in Figs. No. 14, 15 and 16.
quite different distributions.
differences,

In order to clarify some of these

a special case was run using air as the injectant at a

Mach number of 0.290.

Then the helium and carbon dioxide were run

at the same Mach number and again at the same mass flow rate per unit
area.

17 and 18.

The cesults are shown in Fig.

Note that at the same Mach number,

carbon dioxide and air

exhibit almost identical pressure distributions whereas the helium
is at a somewhat higher pressure and exhibits no recompression region
as do the carbon dioxide and air.

This may well be attributed to the

fact that even though the mass flow rate of the helium is less than
that of the carbon dioxide, as shown in Fig.

16,

the higher static

pressure of the helium at the slot exit is more than sufficient to overcome this deficit.
matched,

This is also the case when the mass flow rates are

although the pressure distributions of the air and carbon

dioxide are not then exactly the same.
An immediate consequence of this would be in the field of
thermal protection and/or skin friction reduction where,

for a fixed

slot size and prescribed injectant Mach number or mass flow rate, one
is

interested in using the least amount of injectant to protect

as much surface area as possible.

In this case,

as shown in Figs.

17 and 18, the lower molecular weight injectant; i.e.,
be the best choice because

its protective

influence is felt substantially

further downstream than that of the carbon dioxide.

17

helium, would

3.5

Interferometric Results
EU-amples of interferograms taken under various conditions

with air injection are presented in Figs.

19 and 20.

Those represent-

ing tests with a freestream Mach number of 4.19 demonstrate the restrictiveness of the small total fringe shift under low density conditions.
Density profiles .measured at several axial stations are given in Fig.
21 for sonic and supersonic injection into a Mach 2.85 freestream.
The

first

profile in each case was taken near the beginning of

fully turbulent mixing.

18
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".0 STABILITY OF THE SHEAR LAYER
interest,

Aside from purely scientific

the question of transition

from laminar to turbulent mixing between coflowing streams is basic to
Although the actual flow field

applications in technological fields.

under study herein is an extremely complex one,

there has been a consider-

able amount of analytical work in the area of linear stability theory
directed toward simpler but related flow problems.

these

the stability with respect to in-

(1)

studies have been concerned with,

Specifically,

finitesimal disturbances of a plane vortex sheet between parallel streams
and (2)

the corresponding case of a continuous mixing layer between paral-

lel streams.
It

is well known that a vortex sheet in an inviscid incompressible
in that any small disturbance is

fluid is unstable in an absolute sense
amplified exponentially with time (23).

When the effects of viscosity are

added the discontinuity is eliminated and a mixing layer is producea between
the streams.

The important destabilizing mechanisms,

however,

are still

entirely inviscid ones with the viscous effects providing purely damping
influences in contradistinction to problems involving flow along a wall.
The theoretical results of Lessen (24) and Tatsumi-Kakutani

(25)

point to

the exceedingly unstable nature of flows of this type, with critical Reynold's numbers based on mixing layer thickness of the order of 5.
The compressible counterparts
complicated.

For example,

of the cases just described are more

in considering incompressible flowssit is pos-

sible to deal only with two-dimensional disturbances

insofar as stability

boundaries are concerned since by Squire's Theorem every three-dimensional
disturbance is equivalent to a two-dimensional one at a lower Reynold's
number.

Such a simplification is not possible in compressible flows where

three-dimensional disturbances play an important role in the stability
problem.

one must now consider the possibility of -both sub-

In addition,

sonic and supersonic disturbances,

corresponding to circumstances for which

phase velocity of the disturbance is

less or greater than the local speed

of sound.
The stability of a plane vortex sheet with respect to two-dimensional
subsonic disturbances was examined by Lin (26)

stable if:

j

q2 >

+
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who found that the flow was

(

IW

However,

if

supersonic disturbances are admitted,

Miles (27)

showed that a more restr~c..tive condition applied:

2/3 +

2/3)3/2

(2)

This was later extended by Fejer and Miles (28) to include threedimensional di:.turbances:

1I(u,

-

U) cos

01

(3)

2/3)3/2

>(a2!3+

where V is the angle of propaqation of the disturbance with respect to
the streamwise coordinate.

This relation demonstrates that disturbances

traveling at sufficiently obliques angles are unstable.
Similar results are found for the case of a mixing layer between
uniform streams.

The most recent results in this area are those of

Lessen, Fox and Zien (29,

30) who found that the flow is generally un-

stable with respect to supersonic disturbances although the rate of amplification is less than in the subsonic category, and with three-dimensional
disturbances,

instability associated with the presence of subsonic distur-

bances exists even at very hiqh Mach numbers.
In all of the preceding investigations,

it was found that the flow

became less unstable if the Mach number were increased; however, one is
forced tc, conclude that the mixing layer between twc. uniform streams is
This discussion is quite aside
generally unstable under any conditions.
from stability with respect to finite disturbances,

which can lead to

increased amplifications even for flows which are otherwise stable with
respect to infinitesimal disturbances (31).
Now turning to an examination of the experimental results, the
relative stability of tangential injection flows was studies by means of
the spark Schlieren photographs already presented.

In addition, the limiting

case of the supersonic wall jet (quiescent "freestream") was examined in the
same manner, and examples of the results are shown in Fig. 22 for various
ratios of jet pressure to back pressure,

PJ/Pb.

The onset of transition was gauged by the appearance of the first
clearly defined disturbance in the mixing layer, and in applicable cases, the
end of transition was identified by the complete dissolution of the "white
line" into eddies (e.g.,

Figs. 6-8).

It should also be noted that a con-

siderable number of photographs were taken for each case and no large differences
20
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were discerned in either location.
measurements

The results of the photographic

for air injection are given in Fig. 22.

The solid and open

symbols refer to the beginning and end of transition, respectively.
There
are two main points of observation.
First transition occurred in all
cases,

with those at the higher freestream Mach number appearing to have

a later initiation to turbulent mixing.

Second,

there is seen to be a

definite destabilizing trend as the injection rate is
in

the case of the wall jet.

increased except

Both of these results would certainly appear

to be explicable in terms of an increase in Mach number alone,

since for

the injection flows the amount of initial expansion increases as the injection rate is

lowered.

A similar statement applies to an increase in

injection rate in the case of the wall jet.
Since almost no control could be exercised over the Reynold's
number of the primary flow in the present work,

it

ize about the location of transition.

the results indicate that

transition is
range,

However,

is not possible to general-

to be expected even at Mach numbers in the high supersonic

and that its occurrence is

delayed by a Mach number increase.

The effects of foreign gas injection on the stability of the mixing layer can be seen in Figs. No.

24 and 25.

The most striking effect is

the

greatly increased eddy size in the mixing layer for Helium injection when
compared with either CO2 or air injection.
injection,

Secondly, with foreign gas

transition occurs at different axial locations on the top and

bottom of the shear layer.

Lastly,

transition occurs closest to the

injection station with CO2 injection.
A point which it

is appropriate to include in this section

concerns the generation of "noise" in the freestream by the turbulent
mixing zone.

This can be observed in

the spark Schlieren photographs as

turbulent eddies in the freestream (e.g.,

Figs.

6-8).

In order to assure

that tese disturbances were not confined to the side wall boundary layers
alone,

air was injected through one of the streamwise pressure taps situated

near the centerline of the model.

The disturbances arising from this injection

were considerably distorted in passing throug9

the free-stream turbulence.

This "radiation" of turbulent energy from shear layers has also been observed in high speed wakes (32).

(2

5.0 ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FOR SUBSONIC INJECTION
5.1 General Development
As pointed out several times previously,

the initial injectant

pressure and the mass flow ratio are not independent when the injected
flow is subsonic.

the principal goal of this section is to

Therefore,

analyze this dependence in as simple a manner as possible for prescribed
freestream conditions and types of mixing (i.e., laminar r,.turbulent).
This particular flow belongs to a general class of viscousinviscid interaction problems which involve the coupled effects of mixing
and pressure-interaction with an external stream.

A pioneering study of

flows in this category was published in 1952 by Crocco and Lees (33).
their formulation the flow was divided into two regions:
sipative region adjacent to an inviscid external stream.

In

an inner disThe governing

equations were derived in terms of suitably defined average variables in
the inner portion of the flow and included a relation connecting the
pressure interaction and the rate of entrainment of fluid into the dissipative layer.

In order to complete the mathematical description, it

was ne'essary to introduce several semi-empirical correlation functions,
one of which related the entrainment rate to the other dependent variables.
For the special case in which this relation was expressed in terms of a
constant mixing coefficient,

the equations of motion reduced to a single

non-linear, ordinary r' rferential equation.

The most interesting feature

of this equation was the existence of a c. itical point which fixed the
initial conditions if the solution were required to pass continuously
downstream through this point.

The Interest in flows with critical points

aroused by the Crocco-Lees theory led to later refinements as embodied in Refs.
34 and 35, and recently a comprehensive discussion of the occurrence of these
singularities in viscous-inviscid flows was given by Weinbaum (36).
The one-dimensional treatment of tangential injection presented
in this section is closely related to the Crocco-Lees theory. The essential
differences are in the choice of a control volume and in the method of handling the effects of non-uniform profiles. The control volume used in the present work consists of the region between the dividing streamline and the wall,
and is shown schematically in Fig. 26. It is important to note that the
shear along the dividing streamline is included in the analytical model, and
22

the flow is "viscous-driven."

in effect,

In the initial development of

the equations appropriate to this region, the general method used in
Ref.

37 is folowed, and it will be found that again a critical point

appears.
In generating a one-dimensional system of equations it

is conven-

ient to introduce the following notion of an average quantity:
=1

A(x)
(1)

q(xy)""

= A(x)

where q is any of the dependent variables and A(x)
It

area of the control volume per unit width.

is the cross-sectional

is noted that in forming

products the average of the product of two quantities is not in general
equal to the product of the averages,

the difference being known as the

covariance:
qL cb - ch

je

(2)

= cov(q 1 ,c ).

The covariance is generally a function of x and clearly depends upon proIn particular,

file shapes.

is seen that if either of the quantities

it

CqL,cb is constant the covariance is zero.
Since the boundaries of the present control volume are streamlines,
continuity requires:
A(x)
O

(3)

pu dy - constant

which upon averaging according to Eq.

(1) becomes:

(4)

T. (APu) - O.
dx

Expanding and using the definition of the covariance this can be written
as:
ýda-x+ -1 dxx+-A!

p

u

, i_ + -x+-)
ddx 0
pu

where
= cov (p,u).
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pu

The averaging process is applied to the equation of state in the same
manner,

so that:
T T=R

However,

• + co(p,)

J•

(6)

layer-type" fticws

if we restrict consideration to "boundary

the pressure profile is
p

=

uniform and the covariance term vanishes,

i.e.,

(7)

p RT.

can be seen that the x-momentuni equation can be

Returning to Fig. 26, it
written in the form:

dxw

d

where the small difference between the direction of the dividing streamignored in accordance with the b-undary layer

line and the x-axis is
approximations.

These approximations also preclude consideration of the
Upon averaging,

y-momentum equation.

we dA +

(I•p-faj

d
Y dx" =

p

Eq.

dx

In deriving the energy equation,

A dx
it

(8) becomes:
d - 'w
(9)

.

Is presumed that the wall ;s adiaba-

tic and that the initial total temperature profile across both streams is
uniform.

It

is not necerssary to invoke these conditions in general,

they comply closely to the present experimental situation.
tion it

If

is asserted that the appropriate Prandtl number (i.e.,

but

in addilaminar

or turbulent) is unity throughout then under these circumstances the profile remains uniform.
consideration here,

From the standpoint of the control volume under

this implies that the shear work generated along the

dividing streamline is exactly counterbalanced by the outward heat transfer.
Therefore at any point in the flow the following relation holds:
T(141

) = Tt = constant.

(10)

Averaging In the usual manner gives:
Tt

= Tar

+

)

(tI)
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where

kg = I -

Y-1 cov(2.u,)
2

yp

In order to relate the average Mach number,

velocity, and temperature

the following equation arising from the definition of Mach number is used:

xd

I
-

2 du

; dT
dx

-dx

,• dx
•u

T

where
kg =YP 'cov(pu) + p cov(uu)
Combining Eqs.

(5),

(7),

(9),

(11)

and (12)

I1..L

-(1+vMt?)

-W

dx

y

_)

+dx
-- d-

Pu

d

pPu

i

d

1

dx
(•'w,)(,,;

2 L

+AI +

yields:

+ Y-

Ad•x +

ypA

dx

.

(13)

The covariance terms have been carried to this point in the derivation in or~er to demonstrate from a one-dimensional perspective the influence of profile shape.
hand,

However,

these terms cannot be tvaluated before-

and to proceed further would require the assumption of a family of

profiles or some other approximate means for specification of the covariance.

However,

it

is

reasonable to expect that actual profiles which are

not severely distorted would lead to relatively small covariance terms,
and therefore a substantial simplification in the analysis could be effected
by setting them equal to zero.

die

2

-x ;?"+

When this is done, Eq.

FlaA +d

L

(13)

_
Ax

becomes:

(14)

where the bar has been dropped and average quantities are understood.
It

is seen that similar tc, the case of Crocco-Lees,

Eq.

(14)

has a singu-

larity at Mt-I, and the nature of this point will be discussed in detail later
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It is also noted that in neglecting shape effects,
in this section.
the governing equations reduce to the familiar ones for strictly oneFor compieteness
dimensional flow which are thoroughly treated in Ref. 38.
these are given below in integrated form with respect to conditions at the
critical point (M

1):

A

--A*

P

•
L.Y

*

P
p

P
p

T*

2

t

(15

T
T*

+

T

P

.J

%1/2

u__= M /T

*.

1/2

1+ 2

2

P

Y

5.2 Interaction With the Outer Flow
One of the important characteristics of this flow, and one which
must be accounted for in a physically reasonable analysis,
interaction between the primary and injected streams.

is

the pressure-

This arises from

the fact that area changes occurring in the inner flow produce corresponding changes in direction in the external supersonic fluw, resulting
in significant pressure variations.
line curvature is not extreme,

For situations in which the stream-

this pressure change Is at the same time

impressed on the inner region.
In the present case,

the following approximate relation is asserted

between the change of flow direction for the inviscid streamline at the
outer edge of the mixing layer and the curvature of the dividing strearr
line:

-

(16)

d•

This is reasorqble for small turning angles and thin mixing layers, and
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,

-

in any case reflects the desired connection between inner and outer flows.
A pressure-area relation can now be vbtained by the use of the
Prandtl-Meyer simple-wave equation:
Id

Me

d'A

__-

p dx

The edge Mach number, Me,
coordinate,
(17)

is

(17)

;7.
is

in general a function of the streamwise

but in order to preserve the simplicity of the analysis Eq.

linearized by replacing He with the undisturbed freestream Mach

number, N1 .
A second pressure-area relation for the inner flow is obtained by
combining the one-dimensional continuity and energy equations and the
equation of state.

_Id
p

The results aret

Fl+

I I d.
xdx
" I
r -X 'l+

(y-l)De]

I dA

JPx.

=,

(18)

2
Equating Eqs.

(17)

and (18)

and integrsting between the critical point

and an arbitrary streamwise station leads to:

*4 a- '

dA _ .A'
MM _M,
In A
dx
7dx
)
A
r•AA4

F 2 ( 1+ýL'L e
ILl

/
/
(19)

This equation expresses the functiotial connection between area and Mach
number necessary to assure matching pressure along the dividing streamline for the assumed interaction relation (Eq.
in conjuiction with Eq.

(14).

(17)),

and is

to be used

Specification of the shear term in Eq.

(14)

closes the system mathematically with two equations relating two unknowns,
area and Ma.c

number.

5.3 Evalu tion of the Shear Term
An entirely satisfactory specification of the shear term in Eq.

(14) would again require a detailed study of the development of velocity
and temperature profiles.
be little

Of course,

if

this were to be done there would

point in adopting the present one-dimensional approach.

Accord-

ingly, a simple specification of the s:s.ear is made by means of the relation
Td - k(ue - u(x))
where ue is

(20)

the edge velocity (assumed constant in the present analysis)
27

and u(x) is

the average velocity of the inner flow.

In this form, k has

the units of viscosity/length, and obtaining an approximation of its
value for laminar and turbulent mixing is considered bWow.
tional simplification,

As an addi-

the wall shear is neglected in comparison with the

shear along the dividing streamline,

so that

'TE"T

d -'d w -T d.

For laminar mixing k has been approximated by tL/65
the average viscosity across the layer and 5
plate boundary layer thickness.

is

Additionally,

where 4 is

the initial splitter

in view ,af the fact that

deflections of the div.ding streamline are typically small ii laminar
flow,

the ratio 'r/p was taken as nearly equal to T/pl.

the shear term in Eq.

(14)

becomes:

-

)M

yRTt

Such2

e

..

4 1'2a+

5o0d

,•ard

1/2

1/2

I-

1

2
Such a s

In this case,

J.(21)

=-)

e

2

appro) mating procedure is not possible in

situations involving turbulent mixing since the apparent,
coefficient depends on the variables of the mean flow.

or eddy,

viscosity

In order to develop

a simple expression for the eddy viscosity, use was made of a model adopted
in Ref.

39 wherein the low-speed form for wakes and jets proposed by Prandtl

was extended to include compressible flows.
e = Kb(u

Specifically,

- Umin)

the low-speed form
(22)

was generalized to
pe

=

kb(peu

- pju.)

(23)

as originally proposed by Ferri (40),
Equation (23)

where b is

the mixing width.

is appropriate for the free-mixing region between

streams of constant velocities u

and u.

and therefore cannot bE jusVi-

fiably extended into the recompression region in which the mixing layer
begins to approach the lower wall.

Therefore,

in the present work Eq.

(22) was further modified to
pC - Kb(peu - PO)

(24)

where p and u refer to average values of the inner flow.
mixing region pu does not differ greatly from pjuj,
sion zone Eq.

and in the recompres-

(24) can be somewhat justified in that it

average of local conditions.

In any case,

involves the

the formulation is consistent

with the level of approximna ion in the analysis.
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In the free-

Fi*

I

In free-nixing flows,
i.e.,

b

=
mx, where

the mixing width b is proportional

for low-speed coflowing streams

m = ck.

(25)

c is an empirical constant in the range 0.2 to 0.3 (cf. Ref.

SU

to x,

41)

and

-'FU
u
max
+ umin .(26)
X max -umin
In the ciassical treatment m, K and X are combined into a spread parameter
defined by

4KmX '

(27)

.

According to Sabin (42)

o = 13.5/X.

(28)

Taking c - 0.25 and solving for K between Eqs.

(25),

(27) and (2oj

leads

to a value of 0.0055.

This result is based on low-speed free-mixing
arguments but is carried over to the present case in the spirit of Eqs.
(23)

and (24).

However, K must in general be considered a purely empiri-

cal quantity to be adjusted to provide the best correspondence with the
experiments.

However,

as will be seen later,

the low-speee value yielded

good agreement with the experiments without adjustment in the present
work.

Returning to the central problem of approximating the shear term
for turbulent mixing,
T

where again b is

this term can now be written as

the mixing width.

162

'M

(29)

e(e((-u

M + "2'-

Further rearranging leads to

]J E 1+X 1.M
4a
2

(30)

e

2

with K taken equal to 0.0055.
The only variable appearing in Eqs.

(21)

and (30)

is

the Mach number

of the inner flow since in the present treatment Me is approximated by M4 ; therefor, when non-dimenslonalized in terms of conditions at the critical point,
Eqs.

(14)

and (19)

constitute a system of two non-linear ordinary differential

equations for the Mach number and area ratio.
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However,

due to the existence

K
"of the singular point in Eq. (14)

these equations are not easily integrated from

given initial conditions.
This is discussed in the following section.
5.4 Nature of the Critical Point
Before proceeding,
at hand.

it

is helpful to briefly re-examine the problem

Figure 27 illustrates the approximations made in the develop-

ment of the analytical model
found in the actual flow,
between streams,

to this point.

that is,

The important features

the mixing and pressure-interaction

have be2en retained but with liberal simplifications which

permit the flow beneath the dividing streamline to be described in terms
of ordinary differential equations.

However,

the experimental results also

indicate that arbitrary initial conditions are not possible, and therefore
a physically realistic analytical model must reflect this behavior.
in fact,

found within the present formulation,

This is,

the initial conditions being

rixea by the necessity of satisfying certain conditions at the critical point.
As in cases of one-dimensional
etc.,

it

isentropic channel flow, Fanno flow,

is convenient to non-dimensionalize

conditions at the critical point.

the variables with respect to

If ve take

h =A/A*
x/A*
x
then Eqs.

(14)

and (19)

dl?

21?1+

d-"

Txdx

It

(Mdx/
dh)

become

2

,M)nldh+

7d"

LI.
ytj°"+I'I~-n
Fh

2

(31)

2

is clear from a consideration of Eq.

](2
(31)

(32)

that unless the con-

dition M4=I and the vanishing of the bracketed factor occur simultaneously,
the flow cannot pass continuously through the critical point and the Mach
number gradient becomes infinite.
is

Thus,

necessary that
x*

*

o(33)
30

for a physically possible flow it

One can imagine a procedure of specifying trial initial values for Eqs.
(31)

and (32)

for which Eq.

and repeatedly integrating the system until a set is found

(33)

is

satisfied.

However,

it

is preferable to begin the

integration at the critical point where the starting values are h = M
and carry the solution both upstream and downstream from there.
(31)

is

rule.

indeterminate at this point it

Since Eq.

must be evaluated by means of l'Hospital's

The value for (dt4/dx)* thus obtained together with (dh/dx)* from Eq.

permits a first Integration step to be taken, and thereafter Eqs.

(31)

(33)

and (32)

can be used directly.
For laminar mixing the derivatives at the critical point are given
by:

(d*

(

aa

1/2

I+
,dx)

12_

/2-

(34)

I--'Ma
2

I{ e'
x -_

e

y4--1Cz

dx

]

"1

++ I(C)

where

-yet

C

e

1/2

da

(35)

dxM

V/.

(I+ V ipM l)Y
(.
2

£ P

0

and for turbulent mixing by

e2

(d)
•Me

(M)'i[
1/2/2
1+
2

e

)]h

Y*MJ
W -•~c

2(."

1/2
Ma
-1
2

1/2
Y

e

ee

e

where

WI)' U-1)

C, 2 ,)
(1

+

,

)/2

(+"l/

+

M2

(,7)
+ Xj..M a

e "2 "e
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-

2(l

"/2

(36)

It

is seen that

is double-valued,

dW

and the proper branch in the

,)resent situaticn requires the choice of the positive square root in Eqs.

(35)

and (37).
Equations (33)

and (34)-(37) indicate that conditions at the criti-

cal point depend directly on the value of the shear term.

This suggests that

subsonic tangential injection flows can be classified into laminar,

trans-

itional and turbulent categories analogous to the classifications mentioned
in Section 11-A for separated flows. The points of separation and reattachment
in the latter case then have their analogs in the point of injection and the
critical point.

It should also be mentioned that a comparison of Eqs.

(31)

indicates that critical point conditions are likely to be signi-

and (13)

ficantly different for flows in which the covariance terms are important.
5.5

Comparison with Experiments
Equations (31)

and (32) were integrated numerically using a standard

computer program for systems of ordinary differential equations developed in
The other flow variables were computed using Eqs.

Ref. 43.

(15).

Typical results for turbulent mixing and a freestream Mach number
of 2.85 are shown in Fig s. 28 and 29. Due to the manner in which the equations were
posed,

these curves represent the solution for all possible cases of sub-

sonic injection for the given external Mach number.
sional flows involving singularities,

As in other one-dimen-

the physical dimensions are scaled in

term! of the area at the critical point.

Of course, in a particular problem

the actual magnitude of this area depends upon the slot height and the initial
Mach number (or equivalently, mass f' w rate).
The information of central interest is the dependence of the
initial injectant pressure on either the mass flow ratio or the initial injectant Mach number.

The analytical results are compared with those from

the experiments in Fiys. 30 and 31.

The laminar shear term was used in the

calculations for the Mach 4.19 cases, and the turbulent term for those at
It is noted that the results agree well with the experimental data.
Mach 2.85.
The fact that the laminar results show poorer agreement at low
injection rates can very likely be attributed to the limitations of the
experimental measurements in this regime. For instance, the difference
betweer the injectant total and static pressures was of the order of 0.1 mm.
in this range, which is near the accuracy limit of the manometer systen. This,
coupled with the problems associated with the asymptotic approach of the
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I
measurements to the true pressure probably resulted in recording a higher
Mach number than was actually the case.
Although in order to better show the trend of the experiments
plotted points are presented for flow without injection,
not valid in this limit.

In addition,

it

the analysis is

is emphasized that it was not

necessary to adjust the empirical constants in the analysis to achieve
the indicated correspondence with the experimental data.
The effect of neglecting profile shapes in the analysis is demonstrated in Figs. 32 and 33.
The first presents comparisons with experimental results for the streamwise pressure distributions, and the second,
the corresponding dividing streamline trajectories.
it

For the Mach 2.85 test,

is seen that the analysis predicts a continuously increasing pressure in

contrast to the sharp rise actdally found.

This is

evident also in the

concave-outward shape of the dividing streamline (Fig. 33),
can be primarily attributed to the fact that pu is
test at Hach 4.19, with less rapid mixing,

and both results

not equal to p u.

In the

the effects are less pronounced.

An attempt was made to effect a comparison of the one-dimensional
analysis to the experimental

results of Refs.

very thick splitter plates.

The agreement in these cases was not entirely

satisfactory.

For example,

about 0.12 to 0.5.

in

9,

10 and 11 which involved

the experiments in Ref.

9 covered a range of

injectant Kach number and were performed with a

freestream Mach number of 3.01 and a ratio of splitter plate thickness
to slot height of about 0.3.

At the higher injection rate the initial

injectant pressure differed from that obtained with the one-dimensional
analysis by only about 1%; however,

there was a steady worsening of the

correspondence as the injection rate was lowered,

so that at the lowest

rate the predicted pressure was nearly 40% too low.

This indicates the

important influence of the splitter plate thickness in controlling the
initial adjustment between streams.

I
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6.0 FLOWS W/ITH SURFACE TURNING
6.1 Flow over Wedges without Injection
In order to better adjudge the effect of injection in flows
involving a wall turn,

it

is helpful to consider the more familiar sit-

uation without injection.

The flow of a Mach 2.85 freestream over wedges

with turning angles between 0 and 25 degrees was studied by means of spark
Schlieren photographs,

shown in Fig.

34.

The wedges were situated

at

the same streamwise location used in most of the injection studies (i.e.,
about 9 slot-heights downstream of injection),

and the arrow in the

uppermost photograph indicates the position corresponding to the injection
station.

The Reynolds number based on freestream conditions and the

distance from the primary nozzle throat to the wedge location was 2.15 x
106 for these tests.
Transition is noted at a streamwise location near the injection
station and the boundary layer becomes fully turbulent before reaching
the wedge position.

A slight "bridging" separation first occurs at a

turning angle of 20 degrees,
being about 3.78.
does not occur,

the pressure ratio across the shock wave

The pressure ratio at 15 degrees,

is about 2.71.

for which separation

Since an interpolation of data from Ref.

18

for the pressure ratio at turbulent separation for flat p~ate-mounted models
gives a value of 2.07 (i.e., about a 100 turning angle)

it

is

seen that the

pressure rise which can be negotiated with the present experimental arrangement is higher than on a conventional
case,

flat plate apparatus.

the history of the boundary layer development is

In the latter

significantly different

At a turning angle of 25 degrees a full separation

than in the present work.

in front of the wedge occurs, followed by an intermittent reattachment.
At this point it

is helpful to review briefly some aspects of the

pressure distributions representative of laminar,
bulent separation in front of wedges.
found in Ref.

18.

transitional

and tur-

A more complete description can be

In the case of pure-laminar flowslan initial pressure

rise leading to separation is followed by a plateau of nearly constant
pressure,

indicative of the "dead air" in the separated region.

Reattachment

on the wedge surface is generally accompanied by an abrupt pressure rise.
pressure distribution is

only mildly influenced by a variztion in Reynold's

34

The

I
laminar flow remains betwee'n separation and

number provided completely

A variation in Mach number produces a qualitatively similar

reattachment.

changes exhibited

distribution with the principal

in

pressure

the overall

levels and a slight influence on the streamwise extent of separation.
The pressure rise to separation is

Transitional

the pressure distribution before

flows are markedly affected by changes in

Reynold's number when transition
addition,

the most

the correlation between the lo-

is

these flows

cation of transition and a sharp rise in
reattachment.

However,

the laminar regime.

itional separations as for those in
distinctive feature found in

about the same for trans-

the Mach number is

the effect of increasing

In

relatively near reattachment.

is

of transition closer to reattachment,

to move the locaLion
in a large vari-

possibly resulting

ation in the pressure distribution.
In the case of turbulent

the pressure rise to separation

flows,

is much higher and the strea-,vise extent of separated flow much smaller

after separation,
region,
is

The pressure distribution begins

the other cases.

than in

but because of the substantial

a plateau

is

the separated

at reattachment there
to a

Turbulent separations are affected only

an abrupt pressure rise.

small extent by variations

in

velocities

Again,

not generally observed.

to level off

in Reynold's number,

but the peak pressure levels

are greatly influenced by variations in Mach number.
6.2 Flow over Wedges with Iniection
Turning consideration now to flows with injection,

it

was observed

that the nature of the wall pressure distribution could be classified in
much the same manner as those without injection with regard to whether the
separation of the injectant boundary
or turbule.-t.

transitional

In fact,

layer in

the class of separation on the

wall was found to oe of major significance
of the flow field.
shown in Fig.

determining the overall

35 for flows with turning angles of 10 and 15 degrees.

to 0.22,

injectant boundary

structure

It

The

these cases was 2.85 and the mass flow ratio was

which in

flow at the slot exit.

adjacent

in

lower

Spark Schlieren photographs and pressure distributions are

freestream Mach number in
about equal

front of the wedge was laminar,

is

the absence of the wedges produced choked
apparent

layer (identified

that transition in

by the diffusion of the white line

to the surface and denoted in

the figure by the symbol "t") is

closely correlated with a sharp Increase

35

the separated

in pressure.

The figure also reveals

I
the

importance of the

interaction between the streams

in Lhese cases,

with the turning of the main flow beginning just downstream of the
separation point.

Oil-f~ow studies

indicated

that in Fig.

35a re-

in front of the wedge since a second oil

attachment may have occu•rred

accumulation was observed at a location about 6-1/2 slot-heights from
the injection station.

Reattachment

regime for the case of forward-facing steps

in the transitional

observed

in subsonic flows (cf.

Ref.

followed by another separation has been

18).

A somewhat different situation was found with subsonic injection
Several

into a freestream at Mach 4.19.
in

results of these tests are given

36 for flow over 5 and 10 degree wedges at a mass flow ratio of

Fig.

0.04, and over a 5 degree wedge with a mass flow ratio of 0.06.
flow studies failed to give indication of separation

Surface

in any of these cases,

but the pressure distributions tend to show that separation dld occur in

results is
in

the lack of any appreciable

the region in

The Interesting feature of the

36b and 36c.

those represented by Figs.

front of

'ieweJge.

produced a significant change in

interection between
However,

the streams

the presence of the wea,-a

the Initial adjustment between the

streams.

Figure 37 serves to show that at a fixed injection rate,

crease in

the turning angle raised the pressure at the injection station,

eventually

an In-

plate boundary layer

leading to a separation of the splitter

for the tests at Mach 4.19.
Perhaps

the most evincive evidence supporting the importance of

the class of lower-wall

separation in

the supersonic injection experiments.
present results for injectior

Injection-wedge flows was found in
Figures

38, 39 and 40 a and b

:t Mach 2.00 into a freestream at Mach 2.85.

This series of tests covered a range of 5 to 25 degrees
the wedges mounted e'.her

turning angle with

4-3/4 or 9 slot-heights from the point of injection.

The separations are observed to fall
cases,

in

exhibiting the characteristic

Into the transitional catagory
increase in

the pressure distribution.

At a turning angle of 25 degrees separation occurred intzrnally in
injection nozzle.

It

the higher wedge angles.

particularly at

This Is also indicated by the fact that the

level just in front of the wedge

for transitional

the

can be seen in the photographs that cnnsiderable

interaction between the streams occurs after separation,

pressure

In all

Is higher than would oe anticipated

separation in a Mach 2.00 stream.

A very different flow situation is

36

seen In

Figs.

40cd, 41 and 42 for

injectien at Mach 1.98 into a Mach 4.19 freestream over about the sarme
range of turning angle.

The lower-wall

separation is pure-laminar with

the plateau pressure typical of this category apparent in the measured
It

distribution.

also clear that the streamwise ext-nt of separation

is

is much greater in these cases.

In this connection it

is

noted that in

Fig. 4•b and c an increase of about 50% in injection rate produces only a very
slight change in the location of separation.
the following picture can be infer-

Viewing the results as a whole,

red for injection over wcdges in supersonic flow:

the separation charac-

teristics and wall pressure distribution are determined by the nature of the
and can be grouped into laminar,

wall boundary layer,

and

thle interaction between streams

Beyond separation,

tjrHiulent categories

transitional,

wherein the inner flow begins to turn the outer flow determines the magnitude
of the overall pressure rise.

This view of the flow field has some significance

in regard to apolications in practical devices.

For example,

one of the

limitations met in considering the use of slot injection to prevent or reduce
separation is

the apparent need to inject at a higher kinetic energy than

that of the fr~estream.
impractical.

At high flight Mach numbers this quickly becomes

The present results lead to speculation that under certain

circumstances this limitation is not as great as previously thought if
character of the injectant boundary layer is controlled.

Thus,

the

under

flight conL:itions that would -,oduce a laminar separaticn in the freestream,
it

is

likely that the extent of separation could be altered by injectirng

at a substantiall,
made turbulent.

lov.er Mach numher if

the injec~ant boundary layer were

Urder t~hese c~nditions,

the value of the injectant Mach

number would be determined primarily by the need of the turbulent boundary
layer to negotiate the expected overall pressure rise generated in the freestream.

That this is a significant reduction in injection requirements can

be shown by a rough estimate of the effect on a laminar separation caused by
a 5 degree turn in a Mcch 10 freestream. Under these conditions injection at
a Mach number oi somewhat less than 3 would be necessary if the injectant
boundary layer were tripped, ir.,plyina a total pressure ratio, P /P , of only
J
It should be noted, however, that as
0.00036 for fully-expande.1 injection.
the injectant Mach number is
a turbulent !,ounda,-y

laye-,

increased it

become-

mc'e difficult ti iiduce

particu'irly at the low Reynold's numbers an-

ti ipated.
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in addition,

supersonic injection flows

leading to a laminar

separation in front of wedges are considered to offer some benefits in
the area of thermal protection.

These separations are observed to be

stable and the present results seem to indicate that they are effective
.n

turning the outer flow efficiently.

This leads to a gradual deceiera-

ation of the main flow along a fluid interface rather than along the surface.

6.3

Analsis
In this section, we treat the extension of the analysis

e ;loped

in lect. 5 to cases with surface turning of the lower wall. The work
remains, of course, limited to those situations where separation does not
occur. There are two basic cases which are differentiated by whether the
surface turning begins before or after the critical point. If the turning only
begins after the critical point, it is in an all-supersonic region and does
not effect the initial Injectant conditions. On the other hand, surface
turning before the criticai point can have a profound effect upon the initial
conditions and this is the case of interest here.
The inclusion of lower wall turning in the analysis is straight forward
and can be easily described by referring to the development and equations for the
simpler case in Sect. 5.0. Equ. (i4) remains unchanged since the flow is one-dimensional. The important contribution of surface turning is as an additive term In
the expression for the change in flow direction of the inviscid streamline
at the edge of the mixing layer. Thus, Equ. (16) is replaced by:
3

dO
-A

dO
dxw
-!

(16a)

where ew L. the local angle that the lower wall makes with the initial flow
direction. Accordingly, Equ. (17) is replaced by:
yMea

AaO

p dx

m-

Fe
;3A

d

Ldr+

Combining this with Equ. (18)

1_

(178)

in the same way as before, a new version of Equ.

(19) emerges
MI()1

f A~r(1+
dx

dx

A*
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'l

1

dy
dy*
dx +dx"

(1a

In the special case of a simple wedge su,,'ace turn (dyw/dx)
a constant so that Equ.

(19a)

reduces to the same form as Equ.

pressure at thecritical point

will,

however,

turninj by an amount proportional to (dyw/dx)

is

(19).

The

differ from that without
as can be seen from Equ.

17a).

A calculation for a particular case with a wedge turn is given in

Fig. No. 43 in terms of the wall static pressure distribution.
flow is

The injected

so)nic but becomes subsonic immediately downstream due to the wedge.

The average Mach number becomes sonic about 5 1/2 slot heights downThe pressure distribution for the same case without the wedge is also

stream.
shown.

One can see that the wedge induces a severe adverse pressure gradient

in spite of the fact that the injectant flow is not supersonic and the stream
tube area is

6.4

locally decreasing.

Initial Boundary Layer Profile Effects
To this point,

all the experimental

results have been for cases

where the initial ')oundarv layer on the outside of the splitter piate was
that which developed naturally by travelling along the upper tunnel
Fig. 2a).

This layer was laminar but approaching transition.

(see

The boun-

dary layer profile obtained by interferometric measurement is shown in Fig.
44. As mentioned under tf'- discussion of the flow past surface wedges without injection,

this layer had

traversed a strong favorab'"

pressure gradient

as the main supersonic flow developed along the nozzle and hence it was able
to withstand a greater pressure rise to separation than that for a corstant
oressure case.
The utility of slot injection in energizing the wall region of a
"near separation" profile in order to enable it to sustain a further pressure
rise without separation cannot be tested with an initial boundary layer of
the type described above.

Efforts were,

therefore,

made to artificially gen-

erate a near separation profile at the injection station.
Tie first

attempt involved the placement of a drag strut in the

initial boundary layer upstream of the injection station as shown in Fig.
45a. The purpose of this strut is to remove momentum from the wall region of
The effect produced on the flow over a solid rearward
This is to be compared with
facing step at Mach 2.85 is shown in Fig. 45 b,c.
the natural profile.

Experiments
Fig. 5a for the case with the natural initial boundary layer.
were then performed with surface wedges downstream without slot injection.
Results for a 200 wedge located W" and 2" downstream of the irnjection station
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I
are shown in Fig. 46 a,b.
Fig. 34 for

the 20

These are to be compared with the picture in

wedge.

The clear result is that the placement of a

relatively large drag body in the initial boundary layer with the complicated flaw interaction around it had no net effect on the pressure
rise capability of the boundary layer!

One can note that the size and appear-

ance of the boundary layer at the injection station with or without the upstream strut are indistinguishable.

It

is felt that the result is

to that observed on inlets with boundary layer "bridging."

similar

In that case, a

boundary layer is observed to separate after negotiating some distance of
adverse pressure gradient; it

then reattaches to the surface and is able to

negotiate a further pressure gradient without separation.
On the basis of these results, an alternative arrangement was conceived and constructed.

This configuration is shown in Fig.

47.

The in-

jection slot is divided into two passages with the dividing surface cantoured to provide different Mach numbers in each passage at the exit.

The

smaller passage nearest the free stream is constructed to provide a low
su0sonic Mach number.

The flow of the free stream boundary layer and that

issuing f-nm the smalle.- slot are viewed together as the initial "outer"
boundary layer profile fo:

the inner channel >njection which is at Mach 2.0.

Preliminary results at Mach 2.85 are shown in Fig. 48 with extensive throttling
in the subsonic passage.
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7.')

CONCLUSIONS
An evaluation

sections
valid

of the results presented in

leads to the following principal

in cases for which the splitter

lip thicknesses are small compared

conclusions,

considered

plate boundary layer and
to the overall

slot h•iqht.

For subsonic injection flowsgthe Mach number and

(1)
pressure

the previous

for a given area and mass flow rate are fixed by the

interaction due to the mixing between streams.

A simple one-

dimensional description of this flow field exhibits a critical
which serves
and

point

to determine conditions at the injection station,

leads to a good qualitative and quantitative agreement with

experimental

results.

(2)
overexpanded,

Supersonic

injection flows are classifiable

fully-expanded and underexpanded

categories,

into
and

inviscid theory provides a satisfactory means of determining the
wave patterns and overall pressure

rises.

Underexpanded

flows show a

distinctive overexpansion with the recompression through a

lip

shock producing a significant adverse pressure gradient alorng
the

lower wall.
(3)

In the case of injectic'.

over wedge surfaces,

the separation characteristics and wall Dressure distributions are
determined by the nature of the injectant boundary layer and can be
grouoed

into the familiar laminar,

Beyond separation,

the

transitional and turbulent categories.

interaction between streams resulting

turning of the outer flow determines
pressure

in a

the magnitude of the overall

rise.
(4)

The profile shape of the boundary layer on the free stream

side of the splitter

plate has a strong influence on the development

of the flow field.
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(5)

With regard to the transition from laminar 'o

turbulent mixinc

increasing the injection rate is destabilizing,

but this is probably due to a decrease in the initial amount of
expansion

in the outer flow.

Transition is considered likely to

occur even at high supersonic Mach numbers,

but a Mach number

increase delays its appearance.
(6)
Two distinct initial shear flows with different
transition points are present when an unlike gas is used as the
injectant.
(7)
is

The scale of the turbulence

in the mixing region

increased for a low molecular --eight injectant.
(8)

For a given injectant Mach number or mass flow rate,

the lower molecular weight injectant,

i.e.

helium, provides substantially

more protection of the wall region than does carbon dioxide.

1

I
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